CONFUSION with a COMBO
sequence / FOXPRO &
LUSCIOUS LIPS
JACKAL CONFUSION with a COMBO sequence
and good old luscious lips wins the day again!
I always talk well about the good old luscious
lips sound from Foxpro in America, BECAUSE
it works!!! Here is a little story. We called for
2 nights, the last stand we were all tired and
sleepy, I told the guys, “Man, we have hunted
2 nights and not yet have we attempted to
gooi luscious lips”. Most of the time with
combos it was chicken distress #1 from
Foxpro and a couple others, so, old Luscious
it was to be on the next stand………

PHOTO OF MY PARTNER
WITH THE FEMALE
Our last stand was actually in a bad place,
but we wanted bed soon and I just said stop
here! In a sort of slope near a bridge, and ground running at an angle, I placed
the Foxpro Fury on a wooden post about 70m into wind and another behind me
at about 30 to the opposite side of the Fury. I was really tired, I actually wanted
to sleep at the back of the truck, I pushed gooi and Luscious lips played at 70m
away from us, after 5 seconds I put it off and a mellow jakkalsie barked twice
behind me on the Foxpro Spitfire, after about 3 minutes I again played
Luscious, and waited about a minute, then after about 10min I again played a
bark, and then Luscious, at 20 minutes in came a female - ran past us at 40m
and bang, we had then had enough, it was 3-30 in the morning and we packed
up and went back home. That sound has killed a LOT of predators for me, I once
watched a cat with Night Vision approach us from over 600m away till 30m
from the bakkie, they all love luscious lips! We first saw it near an old farm wall
built of round stones, and so the next day we could pace out the cats range
exactly. Some hunts you simply never forget!

THE COMBO – ANOTHER
ASPECT I ALWAYS PREACH!
And again, BECAUSE IT
WORKS!
Remember to use a combination of calls at night with two
callers, it takes a little mind preparation, you must always
remember to make sure of the time of year it is and match
the combos well for jackal, here are example.

JANUARY to MARCH
Caller 1 into wind at 80m with 45 degree angle
Caller 2 with the wind at 30-40m at a 45 degree angle

BOTH CALLS ARE ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE ROAD
Caller 1 is food sound 5 seconds on, wait 1-2 minutes
Caller 2 jackal social single bark, once say every 4 minutes
Caller 1 fighting sound after food sound at 15 minutes
---------------------------------------------------------------

Now remember to change this style lets say in
start breeding season, into breeding season etc,
so here below is another example.

APRIL – JUNE
Caller 1- wind at 80m with 45 degree angle
Caller 2 - with the wind at 30-40m at a 45 degree angle

BOTH CALLS ARE ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE ROAD
Caller 1- is Challenge sound bark once.
Caller 2- is Challenge sound straight away after previous bark
WAIT 3 MINUTES
Caller 1- Again gooi Challenge
Caller 1- STRAIGHT AWAY NOW GOOI JACKAL FIGHT SOUND
------------------------------------------------------------------

It is crucial to match the times of the year well, if you piss
off an Alfa male in his area with talking, fighting etc he will
seek you out, approach in anger and 99% of the time get
all normal things like the wind all WRONG! Our last hunt

12 jackal all got the wind WRONG.
If you want combinations for the jackal cycle other
than these for the rest of the year call me and I will
help you out with them no problem.

CLICK THESE LINKS – these have drawings;
Jackal Approach angles and mistakes when using two callers
Jackal Hunting Confusion Plan
Jakkals Jag Plan
Overcalling and Combo's

HERE IS AN ARTICLE ABOUT SECRETS
- YOU WILL LEARN A LOT FROM THIS!

http://www.africanpredator.com/
http://www.africanpredator.com/
secret.pdf

Happy calling!
Gary Laubscher
www.africanpredator.com
www.jakkalse.com

TAKE NOTE
If you need Foxpro
electronic callers I carry
stock, or order
order directly at
at
joe@gofoxpro.com

SHOWN – Foxpro Spitfire 24 sounds
+ remote control

This jackal never saw the
next day – it helps to have
a great electronic caller.

